
Devastated
= when something has been badly damaged.

past participle

to be devastated by 

“The world has been devastated by the covid-19 pandemic.”

Fresh start
= when someone starts again by making a new plan.

compound noun

to have a fresh start
to make a fresh start

“Some people think that the pandemic could help to make a fresh start for the climate.”
“A fresh start is sometimes needed after a difficult situation.”

Lockdown
= when people were asked to stay at home to protect themselves from covid-19.

noun

to be in lockdown
to live / work / go to school during lockdown

“For many students, going to school during lockdown was impossible.”
“I have been in lockdown for five months.”

Pandemic
= when a disease spreads very quickly and affects a lot of people around  
the world. 

noun

“The world has suffered because of the covid-19 pandemic.”
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Pollution
= something which makes the environment dirty and unsafe. For example, 
harmful gases in the air or oil in the sea.

noun

there is... a lot of pollution / a high level of pollution
to reduce / minimise / stop pollution

“There was less pollution when people had to work from home.”

To recover
= when someone or something returns to normal after a difficult time. 

verb

to recover from + something

“The world will recover from the damage caused by covid-19.”

To set targets
= when someone decides what they want to achieve.

(verb) set = to decide (noun) target = objective, aim, goal 

“World leaders will set targets that help the climate.”

Vaccine / vaccination
= a medicine that helps to stop someone from getting some diseases.

noun

to receive a / the vaccine / vaccination
to have a / the vaccine / vaccination

“Lots of people want to receive the vaccine for covid-19.”
“I had my vaccination last week.”
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